
	

PHOTOGRAPHING ARTWORK 
GENERAL SETUP: 
• To minimize reflections and distracting shadows, 2D work should not have glass/plexi in front of 

it, or be framed. 
• Use a solid white, gray, or black background. (Clean painted wall, seamless paper, or large 

sheets of drawing paper.) 
• For sculptural pieces unable to be moved into the studio, you might need a backdrop stand and 

paper or black velvet/faux black velvet. Avoid busy backgrounds. Use shallow depth of field 
when busy backgrounds are unavoidable.  

CAMERA: 
TRIPOD: Always use one! Use the self-timer or a remote/cable release for extra care.  
ISO: Set to the lowest possible setting with the lights you have—100 or 200.  
PICTURE MODE: Set to M for manual.  
APERTURE: Set to f/5.6 or f/8, as this is generally the sharpest part of the lens.  
IMAGE QUALITY: Set the camera to RAW. (We’ll use Lightroom to edit, so RAW isn’t scary!) 
LENS: Minimize distortion: don’t use a wide-angle lens, and set a zoom lens to a mid-range (35-
40mm on an APC-S sensor camera, or ~50mm on a full-frame camera.)  
WHITE BALANCE: (two options) 
• Custom: after your lights are set up, blur your focus and shoot a picture of a white surface so that 

it fills the entire camera frame. (You’ll likely need to set your lens to manual.) Then go into the 
camera settings, select custom white balance, and select the image you just took. Set the white 
balance mode on your camera to custom.  

• Auto: after your lights are set up, set your white balance to auto and shoot an image of the white 
wall, or make sure to include some of it and/or a white or grey card in a shot with your work. This 
can be used to adjust it later in Lightroom.  

LIGHTING: 
• Do not mix light sources. Fluorescent, tungsten, daylight, and strobe lights all have different 

tones that will make photographing your work more difficult if mixed.  
• Set up in a room where overhead lights can be turned off, windows covered, or lighting can be 

added if it’s not even.  
• For 2D work, set one light on each side at a 30 to 45-degree angle from the work, far enough 

back that they are not visible in the camera frame. This is generally somewhere between 1-2x 
the distance of the camera from the artwork.   

FRAMING, METERING, BRACKETING: 
• Adjust your tripod so your camera is at the same middle-height as the artwork, and centered 

relative to it. Fill the viewfinder with your image as much as possible, leaving a slight white 
border if you need to adjust white balance later. Carefully align each work in the camera, making 
sure your sides are straight up and down and top/bottom are level. Make sure your focus is 
sharp.  

• Set the light meter to incident (white ball to the left, sunshine icon) mode. Set the ISO to match 
your camera. Hold the meter just in front of the surface of the work, aiming towards the camera. 
Make sure you aren’t blocking any of the light falling on it. Press the large button on the side—
the meter now displays the correct exposure to set on your camera. Use the side arrow buttons 
to scroll through equivalent exposures, to find what is appropriate at f/8 or f/5.6. If your work is 
large, take readings at the corners to ensure even light distribution.  

• To be safe, you should always bracket your photos. Once you take an image at the proper 
exposure, change your shutter speed or EV meter to also take an image that is a stop over and 
under exposed.  


